Darwin: the mast.
TECHNICS

TECHNICAL DATA
Height

1381 mm

Width

1500 mm

Length

2805 mm

Turntable height

72 mm

Weight

450 kg

Power supply

230 VAC

Power absorption

0,75/1Kw

THE FIRST STEP TOWARD PACKAGING EVOLUTION.
Try to imagine a screw, ready to transform itself in a car to lead you anywhere you want: this is EvoPac
Darwin. EvoPac Darwin it’s our premium entry level machine. It features a unique telescopic-mast solution,
an hig-tech juice that raises up together with the carriage in order to save a lot of space (just 1381 mm
height when turned off), to wrap smoother as ever and to give more value for your time! Once ordered, the
machine reaches your wrapping area already fully assembled and ready to work: just plug and wrap! Fitted
with high quality components, EvoPac Darwin can be tailored as you want to meet your requirements.
That’s the way to wrap.
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The way to wrap

Darwin:
the mast.
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum height of the pallet: 2400 mm;
Loading plate: 1500 mm;
Maximum loading weight: 1200 kg;
Frequency controller for carriage speed management;
Frequency controller for turntable speed management;
Electromagnetic brake for film stretching;
Photocell for pallet height detection;
Safety stop at the base of the carriage;
Stop at 0 position;
6 working cycles;

EM-BRAKE

Storage of 32 end user programs;
Wrapped pallet counter;
Autodiagnostic;
3 working modes: semi-manual;
		 semi-automatic;
		 fixed height;
2 years warranty.

RACK AND PINION SYSTEM
MAIN OPTIONS
Power pre-stretch carriage;
Power pre-stretch with auto cut off system;
Adjustable power pre-stretch carriage;
Roping system;
Photocell for dark loads;
Top press;
Safety fences;
3000 mm max wrapping height;
2000 kg max pallet weight;
Weighing System;
Loading plate up to ø 3000 mm;
Receiver for infrared/radio remote control.
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DESIGNED FOR EASY ACCESS
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